
PRESIDENT’S LETTER CHAPTER LEADERSHIP 
The winter and the stock market have both had a common thread, both are up and down 

radically. February had warm temperatures and no snow while March reversed to snow and 

then cold temperatures have grabbed the month of April. The stock market has had wild 

swings of up 400 and down 500 each day. Like commercial real estate, volatility is a factor in 

measuring risk. We have experienced another strong commercial real estate market in 2017 

but are seeing some flattening and declines. The retail sector is the most obvious decline in 

which there has been a decrease of -25% in sales volume.  

 

Today, a retail investor has hundreds of choices to buy into primary and secondary markets. 

Retail cap rates have increased to 9-11%. This sector is going through another evolution as 

retailers are being replaced with entertainment and service providers. The office market is 

not as sexy but the Boston office leasing market continues to be a strong point. Backbay is 

attracting tenants as well as the Seaport. The industrial market continues to be the rave of 

the leasing and investment markets with ecommerce being the driver. Hospitality in Boston 

may soon be a big factor with the new Wynn Resort Casino. At our recent April 2018 Spring 

Convention, we heard that despite all the media noise about the economy, the reality is that 

the U.S. economy is on fire and growing in a spectacular way. Read our summary of Ted 

Jones, Phd and his 2018 forecast. He is very bullish.  

 

Our Chapter had a phenomenal 2017 year. We are attracting new members and sponsors. We 

have a big year of events and I am proud to announce that at the April SIOR 2018 Spring 

Conference, our chapter was recognized and awarded the top Chapter Achievement Award 

for Excellence in Community Contribution with our service to Pease Air Force Base. Our 

chapter members served as greeters to incoming troops that landed at Pease flying in from 

Afghanistan. I thank all our chapter members that contributed to this most impactful event.  

 

I look forward to working with everyone this year. We have the Fall SIOR Conference Event 

in Denver in October and are planning a Regional Event in NYC with the SIOR Chapters of CT, 

NY and NJ. Mark your calendar for Friday, November 9th for this event. In the meantime, let’s 

hope for another successful Celtic playoff run and keeping the Red Sox rally into the 

summer.  
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CBA ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS:  KLEMMER & BRODIGAN MARCH 23, 2018 

The Boston Commercial Brokers Association held its annual 

Achievements Award night on March 22, 2018. Over 200 people 

attended this gala event that is the biggest event of the year for 

CBA. This year two of our SIOR chapter members walked away 

with another Industrial Deal of the Year Award. Greg Klemmer, 

SIOR and Tim Brodigan, SIOR both of Colliers International, repre-

sented Quiet Logistics as its tenant representative at 66 Saratoga 

Boulevard, Devens, MA while CBRE represented the landlord. 

With the rise of ecommerce, the demand for top quality Class A 

warehouse space in eastern MA has never been greater. Quiet Lo-

gistics executed a lease renewal of 275,392 square feet of space 

for the bulk of the existing facility in which QL is a current tenant. 

The property was constructed as new construction on a specula-

tive basis. The expansion of the building included ample loading docks, 36 foot high ceilings, excellent lighting and sprinkler systems 

and the ability to bring a new railroad spur directly into the building. Collaborating professionals included architect Eugene T. Sullivan 

Consulting Engineers and general contractor GFI Partners. Congratulations to Greg and Tim. 

SIOR NEW ENGLAND CHAPTER AWARDED NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT 

The SIOR New England Chapter was awarded the 2017 SIOR Chapter Achievement Award by SIOR Na-

tional during March, 2018. The Chapter received the award for its SIOR New England Chapter’s Service 

Day program held at Pease Air Force Base in New Hampshire. The program was selected as a winner for 

“Excellence in Community Outreach.” The SIOR Chapter Achievement Award recognizes the chapter 

who has demonstrated excellence in advancing the SIOR mission within its own communities during 

2017.  

The SIOR New England Chapter was recognized for “Excellence in Community Outreach” for giving back 

to the community with the SIOR Service Day Program as it partnered with Pease Greeters at Pease Air 

Force Base to welcome home 170 troops returning from Afghanistan. The chapter donated $300 in pizza 

and $1400 to the Pease organization. Chapter members attended the Pease Air Force Base to personally 

greet and thank the troops that had recently landed and spent time conversing one-on-one with the troops.  

The awards were presented at the Chapter Leadership Council meeting on Wednesday, April 11, 2018 at the SIOR Spring Convention in Austin, 

TX at the Fairmont Hotel. The chapter was requested by CLC Speaker David Liebman to present 

a brief description of how the chapter achieved this program so that other SIOR peers had 

take-away value on ideas and knowledge. This presentation was to help other chapters repli-

cate the New England Chapter’s success. The chapter was to prepare in advance its presenta-

tion based on three questions. 

1. How did our chapter conceive of the winning program? 

2. What worked and what did not work? 

3. What challenges did the chapter encounter? What would you have done differently? 



The New England Chapter Board of Directors met in Boston on February 15, 2018 to plan the 
2018 year. This year’s officers include: Chapter President Tim Brodigan, Vice-President Mike 
Guittari, Treasurer Katherine Williams Kane and Secretary George Paskalis. Drew Sigfridson and 
Jim Boudrot head up Admissions. Don Mancini is in charge of the Golf Outing. Jeremy Fried, 
Greg Klemmer, Tim Brodigan and Loreen Liberty work the chapter events. Garry Holmes is in 
charge of Recruitment. Tom Farrelly and Dave Gilkie are in charge of Retention. Board Members 
at Large include Bob Cleary and Rob Nahigian. Tom Farrelly is also serving as the Northeast VP. 
The Treasurer’s Report was given and the chapter is in strong financial shape. The Chapter held 
scholarship events and sponsored a young broker to attend an SIOR course or convention. 
Additionally the Chapter sponsors an MIT real estate graduate. The Chapter voted that any 
scholarship awardee has 1.5 years to complete taking a SIOR course or attending a SIOR 

convention prior to the scholarship expiring.  

The Golf Outing is secured for Monday, July 23, 2018 and invitations will be mailed in late Spring. The Board is working on obtaining 
sponsors for golf carts, prizes and other sponsorship opportunities. Last year over 60 golfers attended the SIOR outing.  

There are plans to hold another Pease Air Force Greeters Event in late Spring but it depends on when soldiers are scheduled to return 
to the base.  

In May there is a tentative plan to hold a Construction Panel with some of our SIOR Associates who are construction experts. It was 
suggested at the Board meeting that this event would be worthwhile for young brokers and veteran brokers alike. There would be a 
review on due diligence, design, drawings and how fees are determined.  

May 1 has been secured to have NOVAYA Real Estate Ventures as the Featured Landlord Breakfast event at 100 High Street, Boston. 
The event will run from 7:30am to 9:30am. 

There was a discussion for another Beer and Bull night during the year as well.  

There will also be a SIOR Regional Event on November 8-9, 2018 in NYC at the Bank of America Building. The New England Chapter will 
team up with the CT, NY and NJ Chapters for this event.  

Retention has been strong with over 90% of the chapter members renewed by February.  

 

SIOR NE CHAPTER BOARD OF DIRECTORS PLAN 2018 



SIOR SPRING CONFERENCE - APRIL 11 - 14 AUSTIN, TX 

The Society of Industrial and Office Realtors (SIOR) held its Spring World Conference at the Fairmont Austin Hotel from April 11-14, 2018. Over 850 
SIORs and guests attended the event. It was the second largest turnout since 2001. Approximately 12 SIOR Chapter members attended including: 
Garry Holmes, George Paskalis, Rob Nahigian, Tom Farrelly, Jeremy Fried, Tim Brodigan, Mike Guittari, Greg Klemmer, Greg Cahill, Tim Brodigan, 
Tom Sweeney and Drew Sigfridson.  

 

On Thursday, April 14, 2018, Parag Khanna was the opening speaker on “Megatrends and the Map of the Future.” Ubiquitous technology and 
urbanization are the two irrefutable mega-trends of the 21st century. Together they are remapping the world towards a hyper-connected matrix of 
densely populated city clusters and ultra-modern special economic zones (SEZs) that represent the new foundations of a global network economy 
and society. Elaborating on bold forecasts from his pioneering book Hybrid Reality: Thriving int he Emerging Human-Technology Civilization, Dr. 
Khanna provided unmatched clarity into the future. Parag Khanna is the world's leading geo-strategist and the next generation voice on the future 
of global affairs. He is currently a senior fellow at the Lee Kuan Yew School in Singapore and director of Hybrid Realty, a global advisory firm. His 
latest books include Technocracy in America: Rise of the Info-State and Connectography: Mapping the Future of Global Civilization. 

 

Parag started the program mentioning that he traveled to the Middle East and realized that Middle 
East country borders do not matter. Countries are political states and do not represent reality. He 
stated that Connectivity is the single most important word to internationally affairs. Under the radar, 
we keep building more infrastructure but no one has maps of how we are connected by 
telecommunications. Instead we have maps on walls based on political states and that is not useful. 
Parag had 3 maps: 1) Skeletal Systems Transportation 2) Vascular System of Energy and 3) Nervous 
System of Communications. We spend globally $2 trillion on infrastructure. We have transportation 
networking of highways, rails, airports, ports. Then energy maps of oil, gas, electric grids and power. 
Finally Connectivity is based on the internet.  

Functional Geography 

He stated that to understand the internet communications you needed a map. There is Functional 
Geography mapping which is more relevant than the political maps that dominate our walls. FG shows 

how business comes together. Singapore is the capital of business in SE Asia because of its power of connectivity. Even though Singapore is an 
island of 5 million people, it is critical to the entire SE Asia connectivity. There are 3 hostile governments in that section of the world and yet they are 
all working together to master plan the economic future and crossing state lines. Tokyo is the biggest city in the world but the Pearl River Delta is 
now the largest area of the world and has overtaken Tokyo. The PRD has 60 million people and a GDP of $2 trillion. How did this happen? PRD is one 
of the most densely connected places in the world. SEZ was an opening in China to allow certain parts of China to do business globally and to invest 
in US real estate and finance. To build high infrastructure will be the way that we grow a country. It’s all about growing infrastructure and 
connectivity growth; not military growth. 

 

Asia has 5 billion people with 60 million in the Pearl River Delta region. Within a two hour flight, you can reach 5 billion people and there is one 
common factor. It has megacity archipelagos that defines humanity. The growth is organic and irreversible because people want to move to the 
city. By 2030, there will be 50 megacities in the world. When you map economic connectivity, one city can affect millions of people. These cities are 
all capitals and not just business hubs. If you change the degree of connectivity then a city will be great because you can’t change your geography 
like Dubai.  

World Population 

Projections made in the 1990s stated that the world population would reach 15 billion people. Now projections are for only 10 billion people and we 
will miss that projection. This affects global policies. By 2040, the world will reach 10 billion people and will then flatten out and then there will be a 
population decline. That reality is again based on past projections. We will need to see the efficiency of productivity. Where’s your business and 
where do you need to be with your work? It’s looking at the Mega polis map that counts and not the political maps. It’s the target maps. If a city 
isn’t doing well then a country isn’t doing well. It’s not the country that grows a city. A city grows a country and matters much more. A city needs to 
connect. With international affairs, we see zero sum competition of cities. Parag sees a world in which 50 cities will become more connected in the 
future. Europe has it right in some ways by investing in “fixed capital formations.” Good infrastructure is critical. Russia can’t rely on oil and gas. 
Once energy prices crash then there’s no growth because there’s no infrastructure to fall back on. No country left the Eurozone. They all need each 
other for connectivity.  

Europe connected its oil connectivity infrastructure and countries share resources with each other. The density of infrastructure within the country 
is critical.  

 

Parag Khanna 



SIOR SPRING CONFERENCE - APRIL 11 - 14 AUSTIN, TX continued 

Attracting Millennials 

Parag then asked “What’s driving young people 30 under 30 to cities? He gave 4 drivers.  

1) Affordable housing 

2) Transportation 

3) Fast internet 

4) Cheap beer 

You won’t see young people with growth without having fast speed internet and business growth.  

There is a need to remap the world based on Connectivity Geography. There should be digital connectivity with US commuters and consumer 
patterns. There are 50 US States that really form only 40 functional clusters. The US Map has 7 natural regions. Hi-speed internet connections exist 
only between 40 cities but zero have been built. We are underinvesting in infrastructure and it has a life cycle. We are inefficient in the way that we 
move food with bad roads. We are decades overdue and need to spend $2.4 Trillion on infrastructure. And yet the US is only spending $200 million 
on infrastructure. You have to build this map based on economic growth and get out of inefficient ports, back loads and pipelines that aren’t 
connected.  

N. America Union 

We need hi-speed rail to Hyperloop. A few areas of the US are looking at this rail system. Dubai and the Netherlands are moving ahead with cities 
that are connected with hi-speed rail. There are 50 million people who travel cross borders legally between US and Canada and 35 million from US 
and Mexico. We need new trilateral infrastructure spending of $220 billion that could add thousands of jobs. There are $2.4 billion of cross border 
goods on a daily basis. Think geology and not nationality. Get rid of NAFTA and create a N. America Union. Canada and the US share electric, gas 
power, oil pipelines and railroads. The same is true with Mexico. Maybe a N. America Union makes sense.  

Parag then recommended an Innovation Momentum that would drive socio-economic progress. Cities like Boston, Austin, Silicon Valley, Hanoi, 
Hyderabad are Tech Innovation cities.  

Urban Policy Innovations for a New Generation 

First, you have to focus on Affordable Housing. There are 80 million Millennials that need affordable housing with the excluded middle class. Places 
like NYC and Chicago need to attract talent through tech education, skills programs, and regional plans for high-end sectors. Millennials want to 
work for Google but not in pricy Seattle or Silicon Valley. They want to work for Google but live in affordable areas like Pittsburgh or Kansas City.  

Elements of a Smart City 

You need less traffic and less commute time to attract young people. Kids in the Netherlands don’t see a reason to get a driver’s license. There is no 
reason to have it. No license is less traffic. Just take an Uber or Mass transit. To get cities right you need: 

1. Supply led growth: housing and transportation demand anticipation. We need to build ahead of demand in order to avoid congestion.  

2. Administrative Alignment: federal and monetary policies need to be coordinated. We need to think big and get better connection of policy.  

3. Fiscal Devolution: we need to ensure sufficient resources for second tier cities 

4. Economic Master Planning: We need to coordinate government, infrastructure, industry and academia. 

5. Connectivity: We need internal generativity and external linkages to complement city planners.   

SIOR NE MEMBERS ATTEND SIOR SPRING CONFERENCE IN AUSTIN, TX 



Ted Jones, Chief Economist with Stewart Title, was the Thursday, April 12 af-

ternoon speaker at the SIOR Spring Conference at the Fairmont Austin Hotel. 

He provided an economic update/forecast for commercial real estate inves-

tors and helped to identify opportunities and risks as they relate to different 

types of commercial real estate investments in the coming economy. He start-

ed by stating that he was bullish about 2018 even before the tax changes oc-

curred.  

Retail was his first sector and he said that one of the top 10 retailers was 

ChickaFils and now it’s closing. Disasters and hurricanes have created a big 

boast to the economy. Cities are rebuilding and creating jobs. In the last 12 

months, there have been fires in Montana, hurricanes in Texas and Florida and 

the economic impact is great. With these disasters, there is always an immedi-

ate loss of jobs and homes but it all comes back. In 4 months, he showed that 

the jobs came back and then accelerated beyond the old marks. In Houston, 

there were 2 million hotel rooms that were rented out creating positive eco-

nomic impact.  

Jobs 

Its all about jobs for the economy. A 2.5% growth rate is good but today we have 5.99% and that is phenomenal. You need 2 consecutive quarters 

of negative growth in order to be a recession. It has now been 5 quarters of consecutive growth and our economy is on fire. Consumers are bull-

ish on US leisure and hospitality. Jobs are way up. There are 2.3 million new jobs right now. In 2018, wages are up 2.72% in the last 12 months to 

$26.82 per hour. People are buying stuff with more money in their pocket. We had 220,000 1st time applicants filing for unemployment benefits at 

the end of January, 2018, the lowest in 45 years. This is a phenomenal economy. 90% of workers will see increases in their 2018 income and a wage 

increase of 13.6% for 25-34 year olds. This age group represented 36% of homebuyers.  53% of Millennials want to work for themselves and they 

don’t mind working hard.  

The Hot State Job Growth 

Ted cited Idaho has the #1 State with 3.34% job growth due to the fires. Nevada had 3.24% job growth due to fire and floods. #10 was Georgia with 

1.99% job growth. All these top #10 States, except Georgia, are west of the Mississippi and 5 of the 10 have legalized marijuana.  

Tax Foundation 

In terms of income tax friendly, Florida is #4 and Caterpillar just moved to Florida. Hertz moved its Global HQ to Florida. Florida is a big winner. The 

hottest job growth, #1 is Midland and Odessa, TX with oil and gas. Greely, CO is a big winner with oil and tech.  

Residential 

GMAC did a study and found that 6 months after a person buys a house, 60% of them buy a new car. So GMAC started financing homes. There 

were 1.16 new homes built in the last 12 months and we are undersupplied. There are 2.261 million net new jobs at the same time. We are way un-

dersupplied. Tax reform affects residential but commercial real estate came out squeaky clean. No one touched depreciation, 1031s, etc. Retail 

sales are exploding due to the hurricanes. 

Federal Debt 

March, 2017, the Federal debt was 30% greater than March, 2018. March, 2018 there was a 10.7% YOY increase.  

 

Commercial Real Estate 

Industrial is up 20.6% YOY on sales volume. Office is no longer sexy and down -14.8% YOY. Retail is down -25.8% YOY on sales volume and apart-

ments are up 5.2%. Cap rates are too low and industrial is still the winner.  

The 10 year T-Note is headed up with interest rates. Rates won’t go up as fast as in the past. Powell thinks 2006 rates went up too high and 

caused the recession. It will be a slower increase. Rates will increase in the next 9-15 months to 3.3-3.9%. Bitcoin will end up with a zero value and 

oil is on a surge. It’s cheap energy. We can drill at half the price than 4 years ago due to fracking. In 2014 there were 2100 drilling rigs and now we 

only need 900 rigs to produce 10.2 million barrels per day. It has been a big oil expansion. 

TED JONES, PHD ON THE 2018 REAL ESTATE AND ECONOMIC OUTLOOK  



On Friday, April 13, 2018 at the SIOR 2018 Spring Conference, Michael Litt gave his insight to how a 

hedge fund works and insight to the 2007-08 mortgage collapse. As a self-proclaimed 

"Opportunistic Investor" and former partner at FrontPoint Partners, LLC (the company in which the 

movie "The Big Short" was based on), Michael Litt spoke about the collapse of the financial system 

in 2008, its effects on real estate, and what that means going forward.  

Mike started by stating that the world is not linear and that John Angelo had a big impact on him. 

When his mother found out that he was a hedge fund manager and heard that hedge fund 

managers were going to jail for criminal activities, she called him from her home in Wisconsin to tell him that he was going to jail. He 

said that people do not understand the hedge fund industry. Everything is negotiable even with banks and debt. You need to be more 

creative and more innovative. He’s a hedge fund manager. Hedge funds look at the securities market, real estate market and 

commodities. They can go “long” and short on the same investments. A hedge fund is in fact a “naysayer” and a little bit of a renegade. 

But in fact a hedge fund manager is really protecting his long bets with the short bets.  

ETF’s are diverse and protect against risk but they can’t protect market risk. Market risk is a problem and not being able to protect 

against market risk means that you have to be diverse and allocate funds. Hedge funds really reduce market risk to below 10%. They 

diversify assets. You don’t generate returns with hedge funds when the market goes up each day. The returns happen over time with 

the “shorts.” The stress is incredible and difficult. With $1 billion, people who invest are relying on you as a fund manager. But hedge 

funds guys get a bad rap. They provide a unique set of returns to diversify. They protect institution money and reduce volatility to 2%. 

It’s very efficient. What they do is break down market risk.  

MICHAEL LITT OF FRONTPOINT PARTNERS SPEAKS AT SIOR SPRING CONFERENCE 

SIOR NE MEMBERS ATTEND SIOR SPRING CONFERENCE IN AUSTIN, TX 



SIOR NEW ENGLAND UPCOMING EVENTS 
for Members and Invited Guests Only  

May 1, 2018: Landlord Featured Breakfast, NOVAYA Real Estate Ventures, Boston, MA 

June, 2018: Beer and Bull with FirstLight, TBD 

June, 2018: NAIOP/SIOR Chapter Mid-Year Review 

July 23, 2018: SIOR Chapter Golf Outing 

September, 2018 TBD, SIOR/MIT event 

October, 2018 TBD RW Holmes/MIT Scholarship Evening 

October 11-13, 2018: SIOR Fall Conference, Denver, CO 

November 8-9, 2018: SIOR Northeast Conference, Bank of America Building, NYC 

December, 2018 TBD: NAIOP/SIOR Chapter End-of-the-Year Review 


